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Air Jordan 1 OG white metallic red color eBay sale 2013-12-08 22:30:52
Air Jordan 1 Air Jordan series, as for the mountains, opening up a classic era, opening up the development process of a culture. Air
Jordan 1 OG white metallic red color as the first year of the product in a very popular color, in order to perfect the product phase
appeared eBay. Simple and sedate white sneakers, with sharp metal red, this pair Air Jordan 1 OG really good. Like a friend can go
to eBay for further understanding.
Air Jordan 9 GS "Imperial Purple & quot; Pictures 2013-12-08 22:24:21
The Air Jordan 9 GS "Imperial Purple" Royal Purple / cool gray color of the shoes will meet with you in 2013, you loyal love Air Jordan
of girls in the new year the addition of new shoes to choose from. Purple is an excellent color visual stimulation, a symbol of honor,
and then with gray mix. Among fused to Air Jordan 9 is an excellent match, this combination will surely make you a lot of excitement,
let us wait for it to come.
Carmelo Anthony on foot Army Air Jordan 4 Retro Blue 2013-12-08 22:12:13
When 
Air Jordan 4 military blue color in the end there are hot, recently attended the famous melon Anthony recently JEEP SUV
manufacturer in the Flatiron District of Manhattan organized by the "Power By Design" activity, on the last leg of this recent hot Air
Jordan 4 Retro army blue color, Anthony and the Knicks veteran is affectionately called shooting textbooks Alan Houston together on
the court and everyone interaction.
Durant wear Nike Zoom KD 5 Away color 2013-12-08 22:36:42 preseason has been the exposure of many NBA players when the
latest signature shoe, the turn Thunder headed star Durant, the Thunder with the Rockets in the game, Durant wearing their latest
Nike Zoom KD 5 appearances, compared to the previous Zoom KD 4, Zoom KD 5 upper heightening a lot, and the abolition of the
upper strap design, I believe As the season progresses, we will see more Zoom KD 5 other colors and versions, let us look forward.
Fiery finals Nike LeBron 9 PS Elite Finals PE 2013-12-08 22:13:42
NBA Finals has opened the curtain, in yesterday's first game, although the Heat lost to the young Thunder team final, but James
played well, the game he was wearing a final version of the Nike LeBron PE 9 PS Elite, fiery color symbolizes the desire champion
James sinking heart, and golden LOGO NBA's highest honor on behalf of the O'Brien Cup, although the ultimate defeat, but I think
LeBron will lead in the next game in Miami Jedi .
Nike LunarGlide + 4 wolf gray color exposure 2013-12-08 22:29:48 Today, we introduce a Nike LunarGlide + 4 wolf gray color, the
overall color and shoes before Fireberry very similar. Gray wolf vamp overall use as the main color, very low key, but the sky blue and
deep pink color as embellishment, this pair Nike LunarGlide + 4 overall looks very futuristic, the end of the dot-designed to make
Lunar even some technology trends taste, this Nike LunarGlide + 4 is now on sale, like a friend can look at.
[Chinese shoes Network - When new equipment] ball like new signing Houston Rockets NBA star Dwight Howard will be in addition
to wearing the new jersey on stage than in the coming quarter, adidas also he created a new style of Queen's boots "D Howard 4 "to
let Dwight Howard can be a whole new ball game modeling debut. According to the manufacturer, it said spiral pattern on the upper
is by Dwight Howard playing style inspired design, as yellow, orange and blue color design to match his personality.
Chinese shoes Network February 13 hearing, no surprise, Jeremy Scott tried to keep raising prices of new products, especially his
shoes with the launch of Originals adidas Originals. However, spring and summer 2012 series also decent, we can not believe the
other to be. 
It is relatively deep impression on the series of running shoes denim shoes with wings made of horse hair and pointed toe We can
not be sure that what we want is black and white with a ribbed running shoes sandals and chimpanzees.
; ; ; Recently, the Adidas "Happy often run" run carnival was held in Chaoyang Park. 

; ; ; The event changed the traditional competition-based model, "happiness often run" as its theme, aims to make all the family who
run the music scene can enjoy jogging It brings happiness. Activities, 1,000 participants took part in the group two kilometers and five
kilometers of "Fun Run", experience the scene of many of Adidas running game and creative running devices.
NIKE recently announced its new KD7 color "Longhorn State", designed to Kevin Durant Kevin & middot; Durant alma mater, the
University of Texas (University of Texas) wild environment of its southern-inspired view, but also for This tribute. Horsehair vamp
material composition, in integrating into its leopard print, with black details, the overall gas field reveals its nature. Immediately after
the "Longhorn State" will be officially on sale on January 9 next year, interested friends do not miss yo.
Today, cultural development matures sneakers, shoes have become a topic no one does not talk. Recently, influential sneakers feast
Exhibition and Trade Fair SNEAKER CON to New York station. The day on which NBA legend penny hardaway Penny Hardaway
also went to the site, its boom pushed to the vertex. Its site is more than just a spectacular two words can describe it! It is definitely
another big feast sneakers fans. Now let us look at the following picture experience from the atmosphere of the day.
NIKE and givenchy designer Riccardo Tisc collaborated to launch AF shoes. The adidas designers Raf Simons and well-known
concept of running shoes also exposed. The very sense of technology shoes, is definitely an innovative move. The color area is a
breakthrough, including pink, pale blue, bright yellow and red, and so on, making the overall look more dynamic. The series includes
a total of 20 models in different designs. Interested friends, remember to pay attention to the follow-up reports PKPOP.
adidas Originals by NEIGHBORHOOD recently released a new series of bilateral cooperation, following the early release of the
spring and summer, overwhelmed immediately served fresh and hot autumn and winter catalog, releasing a single product include full
black leather jacket, windbreaker and sweater etc. , where more adidas Originals Superstar series shoes and boots mix, locomotive
style full of thick tough leather more cold in the winter, in order to provide an appropriate wearer warm experience.
well-known star David Beckham personally recent demonstration of H & amp; M 2015 new autumn and winter clothing, and invited to
join the black comedian Kevin Hart guest. They put new jackets and sweaters to face the camera, David Beckham on the mirror to
maintain a consistent style look, Kevin Hart then laugh grin teeth, personal style is very distinctive, but the follow-up single product
other new interpretation by the upper Beckham had He lamented the legend does not resist the charm of dressing.
Rolex officially certified custom provider Bamford Watch Department has launched a "Commando Edition" of planning, named
"Commando" series name suggests is a military design elements as advertised. ROLEX MILGAUSS were used as well as two
models launched SUBMARINER transformation, each in Desert, Combat and Forest three color expansion, very military flavor.
Among MILGAUSS priced at 12,000 pounds, SUBMARINER, compared with 13,000 pounds, strength and military elements like a



friend may wish to look.
Lacoste Footwear Announces New autumn and winter boots 2013-12-08 22:40:45
Recently, Lacoste announced the 2012 winter new single product, which Lacoste boots much attention! New Lacoste Lacoste
women's boots New Zerubia is launched a new shoe models, it has a distinctive sense of thick, full of warmth wearing experience,
easy to wear side with Velcro strips shut off as design, selection of simple shoes Clean plain, let canvas fabric and stitching nylon
fabric look more design sense and good taste!
Nike Air Penny V Miami Dolphins colors 2013-12-08 22:07:48
Before 
The overall feeling is somewhat similar to the color of the new Nike LeBron 9 cannon color, but this Air Penny V uses a more vibrant
bright green color tone as a whole pair of shoes lined choose safety orange, pure white midsole with a bright green 180 Max Air, last
matched transparent outsole. 
And recently another star DJ Envy also on the feet of this color, This color will be available in December 2012, an offer price of $ 150.
Nike Ambassador Point 5 2013 Spring sale 2013-12-08 22:14:54
We have previously reported the information to everyone Nike Air Max Ambassador 5 at the end of this year and next year will be
another spring sale, and Nike Air Max Nike Ambassador Ambassador 5 simple version of Point 5 will be available in spring of next
year, Nike Ambassador Point 5 overall with leather uppers to create, in the end adopted forefoot Air Sole cushioning, outsole with a
large area herringbone patterns, priced at 649 yuan.
Deutsche Welle website reported: people watched the European Cup final, all of the athletes on both sides of the Adidas logo shirts
striking impressive. President of the German sporting goods merchant Adidas said after the game, he began to look forward to from
the European Cup final between Germany and Spain. Because these two teams shoes, shirts, etc. are provided by Adidas. Adidas
also provides European Cup match ball. This year the company's soccer product sales will more than 1.2 billion euros.
The heat of summer, the brand from the "Big Apple" New York City, Acapulco Gold refreshing feast for everyone to send the
decision, released in summer 2015 clothing line, overwhelmed apparel including vests, T-shirts, shirts and other products, take quite
summer Japanese-style printing, the New York City scene and camouflage and other elements, the use of the main colors of black,
white and navy blue to match, naturally cool. Like a friend can pay close attention to the series available information.
Air Jordan 5 full crack explosion Sample spy appreciate 2013-12-08 22:22:51
exposure on the network before a brand new Air Jordan Sample 5, and this is to let everyone shines Sample indeed, the whole upper
covered with crack explosion, through Crystal forefoot outsole could see the crack explosion, This shoe is currently only at Look See
Sample stage, whether there will be a final commercial version, or the final commercial version will be changed to what is still
unknown, we will continue to focus.
[Chinese shoes Network - sports players] NIKE AIR MAGMA as the second paragraph of hiking shoes works, its birth is actually the
first outdoor shoes NIKE LAVA DOME, are derived from the 1978 climbing two players in Gordon Located on the world's second
highest peak of K2 in Pakistan, the whim wear lighter and equipped with mountaineering shoes NIKE WAFFLE soles, and on the
camp took a photo of climbing shoes with NIKE NIKE sent US headquarters, triggering NIKE outdoor shoes began to study and
created.
J.Crew x New Balance 2012 1400 latest autumn color exposure 2013-12-08 22:21:51
Once in July issued a joint New Balance 998 shoes, J.Crew and New Balance once again work together to create three new color of
the New Balance 1400. Three color were named Blue sky, Cranberry and Evergreen color. Shoes in shape accompanied by a fawn
solid rubber sole leather uppers, are used for each color gray sole and beautiful vamp color do a good cushion and contrast. It is
reported that the official price of $ 140.
Joint struck again WHIZ Limited x mita sneakers x Reebok Instant Pump Fury 2013-12-08 22:12:06
Following last week's tripartite joint WHIZ Limited x mita sneakers x New Balance CM1700 exposed, WHIZ Limited x mita sneakers
with Reebok's cooperation is also ready. And classic Instant Pump Fury as joint shoes, the color dark blue and gray theme comes
with a red and yellow embellishment, WHIZ Limited logo yellow lightning was very chic. It is a highly collectible shoes, and will be
released in the fall.
Nike Lebron 10 very luxury red / gold / black color new color exposure 2013-12-08 22:35:08 Nike Lebron 10 is really waves, just
finished to introduce "Dunkman" color of Lebron After 10, we have to bring you the latest in the color of a Lebron 10. The red / gold /
black color and Lebron 9 championship outfits of a color very similar, but the details have not yet informed us of this color, maybe
Christmas color or just a normal color it away Miami, but as the road color, is not too extravagant a point?
Reebok Answer IV white and red color on sale soon 2013-12-08 22:20:33
North America Time August 10 Kusakabe Friday in addition to white and black color of the Reebok Answer IV will be engraved
marketed outside, white and red color version will be listed together, now white and red color of the kind according exposure. Shoes
with leather to create familiar lacing system, DMX I-pack cushioning technology, 3D Ultralite outsole lightweight and Velcro will
reproduce again. We look forward to its arrival.
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] According to reports, the Wizards center Javier - McKee Peak formally signed. With McKee
joined the NBA's Olympic spokesman has reached 13 people, many of whom Sean - Shane Battier, Jason - Jason Kidd has long
been such a famous player, but also as Kevin - Lufkin so this season shine star. And Mackey this season is the best defensive player
in the direction toward the effort, he will work with China's national Olympic brand in the path of growth walk hand in hand.
Today, cultural development matures sneakers, shoes have become a topic no one does not talk. The fan we bring SNEAKER CON
2014 Houston sneakers show - feet What should you wear? Thematic Street beat. Sneakers style is everything, basically every brand
of work can be seen in this activity, and its precious limited Special Edition is also a lot. And wherein the beam pants (Jogger Pants)
mix is ??still their shoes with a big artifact, pedicure cut its more distinctive highlight its sneakers highlights.
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; ; ; ; ; ; mention asics thought is of running shoes, the Japanese court against running shoes started, the most natural in the number of
integrated projects of the game and the football field, but also to demonstrate their own strength, however, for the user, asics running
shoes still king. The asics belong Fall 2006, provides a good breathability, enabling users to be more relaxed in the running process.
; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Recently a pair of famous designer Wang Zhijun customized Puma Suede "Beijing". 

It is reported that 2013 is the 45th anniversary of the birth of Puma Suede's classic shoes, but also the capital Beijing 860 years, a



pair of hands of designers Puma Suede "Beijing" is 45 yards. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most
professional shoe News Media Partner: shoes famous network ; global fashion brand network.)
2013 spring on the occasion, the new upgrade Realflex Transition series combustion spring fitness craze. Shoe uppers with PU melt,
combined with about 20 percent lower than in other shoe insole designed to play the most stability. In addition, Transition series also
features A-shaped structural design enhances lateral support; have 53 independent structure sensitive pad Transition series of 76
compared to Scream shoes, reduction diminished quality, excellent flexibility allows you flexible. 
;
Stussy recently jointly issued American classic jeans brand Lee 2015 fall of a single product. The fan release Washed Denim jackets,
carrying comfortable and wearable quality washing fabrics, fine tailoring blessing and a minimalist design to create a single product,
and the details such as plush collar and buttons on both sides jointly identified the same commendable. It is reported that Japan will
be a single product ZOZOTOWN and ;. Stussy ; shelves for sale, like a friend can not miss.
Sports players released Nike Sportswear Dunk Hi Supreme Lakers color shoes
2010-01-22 10:09:55 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: different potential flow] Print ; Close 

; ; ; Chinese shoes network on January 22 hearing, Nike Sportswear released Dunk Hi Supreme Lakers color shoes, using a purple
color yellow and black, with the excellent durability tendon at the end. Upper material is selected mesh fabric to keep comfort. 

Related news
Nike LeBron 10+ iD South Coast Sprite sample color effect exposure 2013-12-08 22:35:14 LeBron say what color the most popular
series, it must be non-South Coast and Sprite color must go, but before we give you reports After Nike LeBron 10+ will open iD, Nike
iD official but also for us to bring the two sample diagram, a pair of the south coast of color, a pair of Sprite color, which is also about
to launch a propaganda iD business done, if both Color can be implemented in iD in the words, hot imagine.
Traditional British produce New Balance M1500 2013-12-08 22:15:11
New Balance classic series M1500, in this multiple exposure, have gradually been people's attention. The publication of the British
production M1500 chose five different styles of material production, including suede, nubuck leather, high-end leather. Also for your
free choice mix color aspect green, purple, black is a variety of options. The British production series, functional, comfortable and
highly collectible value on appearance.
With the tide of street craze set off a wave of retro classic, well-known sports brand's signature shoes adidas Originals Superstar 80s
Deluxe constantly appear in front of us. Following the adidas Originals launched in late Superstar "Made in France", this fan also for
us by more than a trace of interest, launched overwhelmed 80s Deluxe red and white color with a striking red white leather three bars,
then embellished with gold tongue, which sells for $ 110 dollars, interested friends do not miss yo.
internationally renowned sports brand NIKE Sportswear recently launched a series of planning City Pack do not note, and this fan
came to Shanghai, introduced two running shoes, respectively, Air Footscape Woven Motion and LunarFly 306 modeled its design
concept originated from Shanghai bright Star of the night, into the fluorescent colors, brightened the mood of the night runners. This
time the series has been on sale in its Shanghai designated shops, interested friends may wish to pay more attention!
to skateboard and punk culture inspired clothing brand Deviluse recently released a series of autumn and winter 2015 catalog.
Clothing streets filled with pure flavor, issued coach jacket, sweater, windbreaker costume single product to choose from, keeping
calm in color, while adding active blue color, with the model's excellent interpretation, showing a restrained style street. It is
understood that this series will be on sale soon after, a friend might like to closely monitor the follow-up messages.
several world-renowned sports brand Nike, Jordan Brand, Under Armour and adidas recently gathered to discuss "ceasefire" and to
the black community advocacy and outreach youth sports shoe culture, each brand is to provide students and listeners housing and
classrooms, but also in small groups to carry out specific footwear brands have the person responsible for the knowledge of science.
You can learn a few large one-off sports brand from experience, for many spectators, this is what a desirable thing.
Cole Haan LunarGrand Chukka four colors to be on sale 2013-12-08 22:39:23 Although the brand itself controversial, but Cole
Haan's popularity remains high. Cole Haan recently as the fall and winter quarters introduced four different color of LunarGrand
Chukka shoes. Suede fabric with bright colors jump shoes fluorescent color Lunarlon cushioning material in the end, still carried on
Cole Haan has always been unique style. It is reported that the price of $ 300 each shoe, interested friends can look at.
Gray Suit Nike Zoom LeBron Soldier 6 & quot; Wolf Grey & quot; 2013-12-08 22:27:01
Although the official Olympic LeBron James has been wearing Hyperdunk 2012, but this pair Soldier with its easy way out of shape to
get a lot of attention. In yesterday exposed a Nike Zoom LeBron Soldier 6 Bamboo / Crimson color today after the Internet has
exposed a Nike Zoom LeBron Soldier 6 "Wolf Grey" color. Gray upper with black embellishment, very engaging. The color is
reported to be on sale in major Nike stores.
Kevin Durant color Nike KD 5 Washington Post spy 2013-12-08 22:39:16 Soon though Nike KD 5 officially on sale is still some time
away, but Durant seems to have been eager to wear new shoes, in addition to the preseason 5 KD wearing outside, he also
released a Tibetan through Twitter in the shadows of "DC" Nike KD 5, and also marked "for the Washington building, October 23,
wait and see," the introduction, but this pair of shoes exactly What gimmicks and stories? Color like? Let us wait and see. ;
Olympic hero Air Jordan 2012 Lite commercial colored 2013-12-08 22:16:43
Nike and Jordan Brand will be for the Olympics to launch a variety of shoes, which ultimately Air Jordan 2012 Lite. Our eyes are the
color of five color versions in different countries, will be on sale July 5. And followed by the United States national team colors of the
sale, scheduled for July 19. In fact, the overall feeling of color is not so much the national team color, as it is inspired by the color of
various superheroes.
Snake Nike Cortez Special Edition Sample exposure 2013-12-08 22:37:24 Before we reported over the upcoming adidas Originals
for next year's launch of the Chinese Year of the Snake Superstar. Today, Nike is ready Snake Snake version Cortez also exposed
on the network. From the exposure of the picture point of view, using a simple white shoes as the upper body, Snake elements were
loaded into the snake scales material to build the Swoosh, and Swoosh on top of the flag is also printed with the words 2013.



Under Armour boots wounded soldiers planned exposure 2013-12-08 22:40:35 Patriot series
Under Armour new network exposure recently, wounded soldiers planned Patriot series boots exposure. Three boots, using the
American flag color elements, uppers huge UA Logo very striking, use color gradient effect will change the interpretation of the
elements of the American flag is pulling the wind fresh violence, I believe that it will make you appear bright spots, like the friends can
continue to pay attention.
Air Foamposite One, also known as spray. In the world of basketball shoes may be the influence of this on the air jordan series only
basketball shoes. And this fan which NIKE Air Foamposite Pro "VOLT" color, will be held December 24 Christmas Eve officially on
sale. Who Christmas must have red, green, white Christmas when you're marching this Nike Air Foamposite Pro "VOLT" silver is not
yellow street lights blind you. This time the "VOLT" color which sells for $ 250 dollars, like a friend you ready ah.
Paris Fashion Week in full swing, this time once again for to offer a new series of street shooting gallery. From the fashion of people
who still see no shortage of high-end fashion and sports footwear mix, Yeezy Boost 350 and adidas Originals Stan Smith still
frequently appeared in major fashion weeks, Supreme, UNDERCOVER Hood By Air as well as other well-known brands of clothing
items were It was interpreted by the upper body, and interested friends may wish to read Photos order for reference outfit.
Canadian rapper Drake on foot Air Jordan VI "Golden Moment" 2013-12-08 22:21:33
2012 London Olympics has become the focus of the summer of attention, in successive introduction of the Olympic family engraved
Air Jordan 6, and Air Jordan 7 is about to meet with the "Golden Moment" Set once again Air Jordan 6 & amp; 7 the perfect
combination . Drake has been the show in Toronto on foot suite in the platinum color Air Jordan 6 this is an important signal "Golden
Moment" is coming, like a friend you ready?
Great joint New Balance x J.Crew 2013-12-08 22:09:29
Whether star or cooperation this year with the New Balance store can be followed, different models with different, everything is
attractive. This summer, New Balance and the American Apparel store J.Crew style re-release of cooperation, this is the New
Balance 620.620 is a lightweight, breathable, and the rubber soles of shoes, suitable for jogging and other light-intensity exercise .
Each some two color texture and style, priced at about 80 dollars.
Increased within the charm of Adidas Honey Heel 2013-12-08 22:14:29
; Adidas introduced within the higher series HONEY HEEL. ; to flash silver outer covering material, built insoles, foot line with curved
design, the hidden with the design and appearance of structures with flat soles recognize the force average, appearance seems no
different from an ordinary flat shoes, wearing it is safe and comfortable. ; This summer, sister sister "high" to go up! ! 
Offer Price: RMB680 
;
Is bound to fire Air Jordan 1 High "Gucci" 2013-12-08 22:34:29 Yesterday we reported over nine pairs of Jordan Brand new color
coming in 2013 after another sale of Air Jordan 1, which we reported in detail two New color and dual color white black and red bull,
today, we bring you a one of the more eye-catching color. The Air Jordan 1 High color inspiration from the classic well-known luxury
brands Gucci red, green and black color, with red and green ornament on a black leather uppers, very eye-catching.
Nike Hyperfuse + 2012 Florida team color exposure 2013-12-08 22:41:12 9 November, the University of Florida will face the
Georgetown University team, Nike has introduced a Nike Hyperfuse + 2012 "Florida Carrier for this focus of the war Classic ". The
Hyperfuse shoes with blue digital camouflage body with orange decorated, but also with Nike Plus the most advanced technology. It
is reported that this Nike Hyperfuse + 2012 will also launch a commercially available version, interested friends can look at.
Recently, Puma joint Japan-known shoe mitasneakers, UNDFTD Tokyo and shoes shop magforlia together to create this Suede Mid
"Made in Japan" series. In addition to the three brand Puma representative each designed one of a, Shigeyuki Kunii creative director
mitasneakers designed a white version, very pure; UNDFTD Tokyo designer is designed a yellow and black versions, the most a
fancy version of the red, green and black from magforlia. The price of shoes is 18,900 yen, specific release date undetermined.
This presentation is the staff must have the brand converse, recently released this brand new ; Chuck Taylor All Star 70 Panel Series.
Tall and low cylinder two pairs of Chuck Taylor All Star classic contour, material spend wear thick canvas production, respectively, on
the color red, white, blue and blue, red, green, hit color combinations presented, the same is classic white outsole. The series is
about the shelves of major stores Converse specified, and interested friends to pay more attention!
Jordan Brand recently renewed for the Air Jordan 11 IE Low shoes released a new series of color, texture visible leather constitute
the main body of the shoe, the shoe side using nubuck leather for modification, use of all-black shoes overall tone throughout, vamp,
shoe lining and midsole and are unified tone, the note on the tongue dazzling red Jump Man logo, and echoed the outsole. It is
reported that the shoes will be on sale September 26, like friends may wish to consider buying shoes fans to start.
Virgil Abloh main reason the high street clothing brand OFF-WHITE 2015 recently issued a winter coat a single product, this back
combo dress coat with black color, very atmospheric, layered cut design, equipped with a full black double-button waistband with
drawstring, lined nylon fabric, waterproof and excellent thermal features, can be combined with practical and aesthetic,
commendable. This product has been added to the current single sale, priced at $ 1808, interested friends may wish to start with.
Overcritical jeremy fish even create hand NIKE air classic sb
2006-12-14 11:42:47 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: Sina athletics] Print ; Close 
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